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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement about Avaya Session Border Controller for
Enterprise (ASBCE) licenses is correct?
A. The SBCE standard &amp; advanced video license provides
access to the processing (STUN TURN ICE) required for
connecting WebRTC end users with audio and video through
firewalls
B. The SBCE requires additional licenses on top of standard
&amp; advanced video license for connecting WebRTC end users
with audio and video through firewalls
C. The SBCE does not need any licenses
D. Only the SBCE standard &amp; video license provides access
to the processing (STUN TURN ICE) required for connecting

WebRTC end users with audio and video through firewalls
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
True or False: When you perform a restore operation to a point
in time or from a DB Snapshot, a new DB Instance is created
with a new endpoint.
A. TRUE
B. FALSE
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following are the default settings for the
Alcatel-Lucent 7750 SR when using LDP?
A. Per-platform label space, liberal retention mode
B. Per-platform label space, conservative retention mode
C. Per-interface label space, conservative retention mode
D. Per-interface label space, liberal retention mode
Answer: A
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